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Al-Thona'yaat Al-Motaqabla 
 (The Juxtaposed Opposite in Poem collection) 

(To.. .. .. .. Delayed Telegrams) 
Poet: Dr. Ahmed Jarallah Yaseen 

Prof. Dr.Imad Abed Yhya 
Abstract 

The current peom collection puts in the contemporary Iraqi poetic 
experiment, that is full of real events, and artistically full of paradox, 
absurd, sarcasm, fantasia, sad comedy and daily details which represent 
poetic feature that does not need to keep away from using expressions 
according to the poet himself. 

The collection poems deals with the normal human life, its 
contradictions and challenges in a strange and marvelous era, they were 
semantically structured and that is appeared in its title:  
(Al-Thona'ayaat Al-Motaqabla) (The Juxtaposed Opposite) it is the 
essence of challenge between good and evil, right and null, justice and 
injustice, death and life, margin and placed, and different Opposite that 
are found in Iraq today. 

The current collection contains more than one considerable 
phenomena like the central and important personalities as in (Many 
Things Poem). There are some symbols that are being combined in one 
fact like the palm, mother, home and beloved. The divan also contains the 
color and formulation, and there is no wonder because he is a poet and a 
painter, also the divan contains social phenomenon such as singularity, 
poverty and unemployment, as well as, war and its sequences. It is worth 
studying is the poet culture through his poetry, I say that: the collection is 
suitable to be a comprehensive literature study linguistically, structurally 
and formally which I can't dealt it now. 


